NEW T. E. N. APPEARS WITH UNUSUAL COVER

Prophetic Article Of Institute Are Featured

Appearing in a new garb, the November Tech Engineering News makes its bow today. A distinctive sketch of DuPont Court, unframed, makes the cover radically different from any that have yet appeared. Simple but pleasing, the change is Welcome.

Richard Fossett, '33, writes a prophetic article on Technology. Already having occasioned considerable comment, it is written in the spirit of the M. L. T. of 1932.

"The Development of Rigid Thinking" is discussed by Richard H. Frazier of the Department of Electrical Engineering. W. B. Ross defines the relations between "Oil and the Tech Men." He describes the various processes in the refining of oil, and the opportunities offered thereby.

"Earthquake and the star Earth Structures" interestingly illustrated with a seismographic chart of an earthquake.

T. C. A. TICKET AGENCY BENEFITS STUDENTS

The recent phase of the T. C. A. ticket service, namely, that of handling football tickets, has been a boon to Technology students, as shown by the fact that to date 167 tickets have been sold aggregating $595.10. The greatest number were sold for the Army-Harvard game last Saturday, when 68 tickets were delivered to members of the student body.

Louis M. Lerner

Cordially invites you to his

ANNUAL ARMISTICE EVE. CELEBRATION DANCE

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1932

Entertainment and Free Instruction by Mr. Lerner

Gents. $1.00

Other Included

LERNER DANCE STUDIO

35 MASS. AVE., BOSTON

Free dancing with our regular 85 lady teachers throughout the evening.

IMPORTED

London Grain Brogue

$7.50

10% Discount Allowed to all Tech Students.

The Men's Shop, 15 West St.

THAYER McNEIL

Chesterfield's Taste Better

You know how it is. If a cigarette is mild—that is, not harsh or bitter, but smokes cool and smooth—then you like it and don't worry about how many or how often you smoke. And if it tastes right—that is, not overweat, not flat—then you enjoy it all the more.

The right kind of ripe, sweet Domestic and Turkish tobaccos...the right aging and blending...make Chesterfields milder, better-tasting...They Satisfy!